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March 19, 2017 

One of the perks of living in the place where I do in Lowertown is the fact that every year both the Winter 
Carnival Parade and the St. Patty’s Day Parade pass directly below my 4th floor window on 5th Street. I get a 
chance to hear and see it all from home.  As most of us know, the St. Patty’s Day Parade consists mostly of 
various family clans banding together to march under a banner announcing their name—the Conleys, and the 
Donovans, and the O’Tooles, and the McGraths, and the Moores, and the Dulins.  I often wonder what is the 
attraction in watching other people’s families walking up the street, but maybe I’m missing something.  It seems 
it’s more about the people who are in the parade than it is for the spectators on the sidewalk, and I suppose 
that’s okay.   

But I took particular notice of one banner that came along on Friday in the midst of the parade.  It was 
announcing the clan of the “O’Anybodys”.  It wasn’t a particularly large group that followed, but it was clearly 
intended to be the place in the parade where people without an Irish molecule in their bodies could fall in and 
be welcomed.  In the midst of an event where people were proud of distinguishing themselves from everybody 
else, it was a nice thing to see—and a very Catholic thing to see.  Because although it is very Irish to be Catholic, 
and very Irish to cling to a clan, it is not at all Catholic to be clannish.  That’s despite what centuries of recent 
behavior have tried to teach us otherwise in this country. 

After all, don’t we all know that Sacred Heart parish up the road is the “German Church”?  And St. Patrick’s is the 
“Irish one”?  And St. Casimir’s is the “Polish one”?  And St. Ambrose was the “Italian one”?  Surely it’s unsettling 
to see all that change in recent years, but it’s calling us all back to a much more gospel-centered way to be 
Catholic.  I would dare anybody today to head over to Sacred Heart and count the number of Germans there.  It 
would be an easy dare because you’d probably need only the fingers of your hands to do it.  Technically, it’s still 
the “German Church”.  But that’s not who lives and works and shows up there anymore.  When we are at our 
best—which is sometimes—we Catholics are not fragmented by other, less important allegiances like clans, or 
political parties, or races, or sexes, or cultures. We rightly belong under the banner of the “O’Anybodys”. 

And to remember that is to be invited more deeply into the heart of today’s gospel, involving Jesus and the 
woman at the well.  Her first utterance in response to Jesus’ request for a drink is to invoke the clannish reasons 
why they shouldn’t be talking in the first place.  “How can you, a Jew, ask me, a Samaritan woman, for a drink,” 
she says?  Then the conversation moves on to distinguish those who worship God in Shechem from those who 
worship God in Jerusalem.  Another attempt to separate people and clans.  Then the disciples return and notice 
Jesus talking with a person of the wrong gender—a woman.  Thankfully, they are, as usual, too afraid to point 
out this cultural faux pas, but it’s the one thing they noticed.  People of various races, beliefs and clans aren’t 
supposed to mix, apparently.   

And then there’s the matter of this woman’s moral behavior, especially regarding her multiple marriages.  Jesus 
himself brings up the subject, apparently to point out that this woman is a serial sinner.  But he does this not in 
order to shut down the conversation, but in order to assure her that he’s going to stay engaged with her despite 
all this—her race, her culture, her religion, her sins, her gender, her lack of understanding about who he is.  She 
is deeply known, but not by the shallow, clannish divisions that aren’t very important.  He is spreading the 
banner of the “O’Anybody” and inviting her to fall in to the parade.  And more than that, not only to follow, but 
to be the cause of others who will follow, through her preaching and sharing of her experience.  She’s the one—
not the disciples—who went to town and convinced her fellow Samaritans to “come and see.”  And they did. 
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As happens so often, the disciples are the ones who just sort of stand around without much of a clue as to what 
is going on, while the “O’Anybodys” do the real work of evangelization.  It’s still going on that way today…at 
least fairly often.   

The Lenten call to conversion is addressed to the “O’Anybodys”, but just as important, it is addressed by the 
“O’Anybodys”, those who are willing to open their minds and hearts to the freedom and life that Jesus offers, 
and then to invite everybody, anybody, in to the same parade.   

Lent intends to challenge our over-reliance on clannishness—of whatever kind—and to awaken in us the 
solidarity we share with every human person who is in search of true life and the real God.  That’s right, every 
person, as in the O’Anybodys.  We are living in a moment in time in which other forces are challenging that 
Catholic instinct, inviting us to see ourselves first as members of clans rather than of the human race.  That is 
wrong and evil and sinful.  This season of repentance is supposed to rid us of that.  As we celebrate Eucharist 
again today, let us pray that may ever be so. 


